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INTRODUCTION

Since its foundation in 1970 Bemo Rail has grown significantly and developed into an expert with world-
wide recognition in the field of rail-related internal means of transport, rail and crane-track technology.

Started as a trading company, Bemo Rail – after much demand from the market - decided to develop and
build its own shunting systems in 1984. Six years later the production activities were expanded with the
assembly of crane tracks. Since that moment until now Bemo Rail has consisted of two departments:
Shunting Technology and Rail Technology. 

In 2006 the company moved to new and larger premises. A modern office, in combination with 
logistically well-equipped storage and production halls facilitate the development of our products and
the execution of our services qualitatively, efficiently and quickly.

Mission Statement
Bemo Rail is the expert in the field of rail systems and rail-related means of transport for industry, 
storage and transfer companies. Together we successfully translate the customer’s questions into 
practical solutions.

Vision
• Render durable and customer-specific service by professional and multi-purpose teams.
• Remain prominent in the market for industrial rail constructions.
• Remain involved in the initial stage of projects, which results in qualitative, price-conscious and

practical solutions.
• Become market leader for shunting systems, with functionality optimally related to price.
• Be distinctive in upgrading and modernizing existing locomotives.
• Using sustainable materials and methods is embraced as a principle by Bemo Rail.

More questions after reading the information? You will find the answers on our website
www.bemorail.com and otherwise you can always contact us by telephone: +31 (0)226 – 42 53 00.

We are ready to help you further!

Kind Regards,

Team Bemo Rail
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Shunting locomotives, also called rail shunters, 
are applied at companies which themselves move
wagons on (internal) track. For various customers
tailor-made versions consisting of standard 
components have been designed. With modular
construction many varieties in capacity, speed and
pulling force are possible. The Bemo Rail shunters
can specifically be found in industry, storage and
transfer companies. 

The rail shunters are designed and manufactured
by Bemo Rail’s own staff with first-class 
components. With an in-house engineering 
department, a spaciously laid-out construction hall
and the required know-how of rails and wagons,
the possibilities are numerous. Starting at the first
design stage of the machine much attention is
paid to safety, ergonomics and environmental
aspects.

The Bemo Rail shunters have been provided with 
a hydrostatic or hydrodynamic drive mechanism
with diesel engine, or electric or hybrid drive 
mechanism. The shunting locomotives can be 
operated manually, but also radio remote 
controlled. The diagonal ergonomically designed
control panels, in combination with broad view on
all sides from the cabin complete the safe 
operation of the machine. All components are 
controlled by a well-balanced operation system.
The shunting locomotives are designed by using
the most modern technology and by observing
the current EC/UIC legislation and regulations.

The BRD locomotive is a Bemo Rail design. This safe, modern and user-friendly locomotive can be 
manufactured in many versions. Basically there are three varieties: the hydrostatically driven locomotive,
the hydrodynamically driven variety and the hybrid locomotive. With the available facilities, product
know-how and the skilled staff, all varieties can be adjusted and manufactured in accordance with the
customer’s wishes in Bemo Rail’s own production facilities. KRD is the compact version of the 
BRD locomotive.

Just like the BRD the BRE is also a Bemo Rail design. This shunting locomotive is driven electrically and is
provided with energy by means of batteries. The battery has a capacity for at least one full day of 
operation. Also this locomotive can be adjusted in accordance with all wishes and is manufactured in 
Bemo Rail’s own construction hall. Besides the battery variety there is also a version with power supply
through a cable reel or conductor lines. KRE is the compact version of the BRE locomotive.

Road-rail vehicles

Road-rail vehicles are shunting locomotives that
can switch between moving on rails and moving
on road. This comes in handy when on the 
company premises there are various tracks and no
connections between those tracks. Or when the
connection is far from the location and 
transportation is faster by road.
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PRODUCTS

Shunting locomotives

BRD and KRD locomotive

BRE and KRE locomotive



Characteristics Shunting locomotives

Shunting
• Continuously variable speed control from ‘0’.
• Very smooth start off with particularly favourable

slip limit because of absence of peak forces.

Operation
• Standard Bemo-locomotive operation, specifically

designed for use under heavy circumstances.
• Trembling and temperature resistant.
• Manually and/or radio remote controlled, if

required with explosion proof encapsulation.
• Accelerating and braking in accordance with

pre-adjusted curves as a result of which:
a) Always very steady behaviour (reaction) of the
rail shunter.
b) Incorrect control is virtually impossible.
c) Consequently any operator can work with the
rail shunter.

Environment and Health and Safety regulations
• Limited noise level.
• Very little fuel consumption
• Clean diesel engines.
• Electrically or hybrid driven.
• Ergonomic accessibility for operation and service.

Safety
• Emergency buttons on all corners of the machine,

especially in combination with radio remote
control.

• Integration of gas detection in control system,
with application in Ex zones (optional).

• Security with additional approach / reflection
switches (optional).

• Excellent view from the cabin.

Control
• All shunting activities can be carried out by one

operator.
• Simply controllable operation system.
• Conveniently arranged graphical display for

service status and maintenance (GUI).
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Mechanics
• High-quality components are standard,

e.g. A-class engines.
• Overall spring axle suspension with fully closed

reductors, resulting in:
a) Reduction of damage to switches.
b) Reduction of derailment risk.

• Long technical life.
• Short delivery times for components.

Maintenance
• No special lubrication pit necessary.
• Daily maintenance can be carried out by the

company’s own technical service.
• Intervals are adjusted as optimally as possible,

dependent on the application.

Shunting couplers
Besides the standard UIC wagon-screw couplers,
numerous automatic shunting couplers can be
applied, among which AAR buckle-head couplers.

Pneumatic installation
Virtually all shunting locomotives are provided
with a pneumatic installation for (wagon) brake
systems, also to control the various components.
Compressor output, tank capacity and version are
chosen on the basis of the locomotive’s utilization.

Track gauge
Worldwide various track gauges are applied.
Besides the track gauge of 1435 mm generally 
applied in Europe there are also broad and narrow
gauge tracks in various sizes. The shunting 
locomotives can be supplied in every track gauge.
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Train or wagon shunting systems

The stationary positioned train or wagon shunting systems are specially designed to move wagons on 
loading and unloading stations. The systems are often applied with bulk transfer in wagons, e.g. in 
petro-chemistry and dry bulk. The shunting systems are designed on the basis of the most modern 
technology and in compliance with the current EC/UIC legislation and regulations. Besides we can 
respond to specific wishes or demands, such as interlocks or utilization in an ATEX-zoned area.

Only one press of the button puts the train in motion, or stops it. The wagons can be shunted in both 
directions and with great precision. The great ease and simple control characterize the Bemo Rail 
shunting system. The installation can be (radio remote) controlled, e.g. from the loading location. 
The control system can entirely be integrated into the loading or unloading process.

The shunting system is driven by a drive station, which consists of a motor reductor with electric motor
and brake. Besides this version with traction rim/surge wheel there is also a version with double drum.

Cable-return pulleys and wearing plates guide the steel cable. Two cable pre-stretching devices, one of
which electrically adjustable, provide the pre-tensioning of the steel cable, absorb the changing cable
tensions and the sustaining cable stretching and protect the drive unit from impact forces.

All different components are protected by plate covers. The electric installation is placed in a lockable
control cabinet, which can be located inside our outside. The shunting section is secured by limit 
switches.

Coupler systems

Coupler systems are systems that couple up the wagon-shunting systems to the wagons. 
There are several methods:

Lateral chain system
Maximum gross trailing load: 500 tons.
The simplest system is the chain system. If great
shunting precision is less important a chain system
can be chosen in the form of a steel cable integrated
in the chain coupler, which follows the track along
with the chain on rollers.
The chain system can simply manually be coupled
to the towing hook of the wagon and is also the most inexpensive coupler system.
With this system the chain coupler can pass the wagons and switches, and also the wagons can pass the
system.

Lateral pickup trolley
Maximum gross trailing load: 500 tons.
If placing the wagons requires greater precision, or if
the cable must be integrated into the pavement, the
lateral pickup trolley is recommended. This wagon
runs on a profile guidance beside the track. With the
adjustable draw bar the shunting system can simply
manually be coupled to the wagon. The guidance
can be installed into the so-called paved-in track. With this system the pickup trolley can pass the wagons
and switches, and also the wagons can pass the system.

Wheel-set-trolley on auxiliary track: 
‘Radsatzschubwagen’
Maximum gross trailing load: 500 tons and special 
version: 1,000 tons.
A third possibility is the so-called wheel-set-trolley
system. The trolley wagon runs on an auxiliary track
between the rails. It pushes with (double) push rolls
against the wheels of the wagon. A great advantage
of this system is that coupling up and off can be 
done automatically. Also with this system the wheel-set-trolley can pass the wagons. And also the 
wagons can pass the system. However, this trolley cannot pass switches.

Buffer truck
Maximum gross trailing load: ca. 4,000 tons.
With this system a buffer truck is coupled to the 
central towing hook of the wagon. With this 
application the buffer truck can be coupled up and
off automatically. The buffer truck moves on the 
same track as the wagons and is mostly applied at
dead-end tracks. With this system the buffer truck
cannot pass the wagons, but it can pass the switches.
This system can also be equipped with a so-called
Lateral Exit Mechanism (LEM). By means of the LEM,
the buffer truck leaves the track cross-wise. Which
means that also here a ‘continuing track’ is created.
The wagons can pass the system.

Wagon shunting systems require little maintenance,
are energy and cost saving, efficient and safe.
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Railcars / Lorries

Railcars and lorries are used by companies with
(part of ) their internal transport on rail. For various
branches Bemo Rail has already designed 
standardized versions and particularly in the 
concrete (pile) industry the rail wagons can be
found. Also custom-made versions are possible.
Which makes logistic ‘problems’ like difference in
track gauge, occurring loads and diversity in
goods to be transported easy to solve.

Railcars can be provided with their own drive 
systems, automated if required. This makes it 

possible to integrate them entirely or partly into
logistic processes. Also hydraulic (lift) systems can
be installed in the railcar.
Many specific options are possible, without 
losing sight of the most important aspect, namely: 
railcars must contribute to increasing the 
efficiency, cost reduction and more safety.

The railcars are entirely designed and 
manufactured by our own staff.

Locomotives and train traversers

Locomotives and train traversers are applied in
railway workshops and rail terminals, with limited
space for the necessary return tracks. The function
of a traverser is to move locomotives and/or 
wagons from one track to another track beside or
opposite. At rail terminals the wagons are 
delivered while pulling them on one of the tracks,
after which the locomotives can traverse to a 
return track (or a free siding track) via the traverser.
Via the return track the locomotives can be 
shunted to the other side of the wagons waiting
on one of the siding tracks. In this way these 
wagons can again be pulled away.
In railway workshops a traverser is applied to move
locomotives or wagons laterally from the siding
track to a specific hall. In this way the wagons or
locomotives can also be traversed from one hall to
the other. E.g. from the repair section to the 
assembly hall. The great advantage of a traverser is
that no long and costly return tracks with many
switches need to be installed. Also more space for
other purposes remains available.

Traversers are designed customer specific and 
particularly the span, load, and the number of
tracks to be operated determine the version. 
Also as far as control is concerned there are many
possibilities, e.g. manual control with positioning
on view, to (semi) automatic positioning by means
of radio remote control or via network. The control
system can also be integrated in a maintenance
and operational diagnostic system. Furthermore

the traverser will be provided with the necessary safety mechanisms, along with protection against 
driving off, quay locking and all necessary signal lighting.
The entire production process consists of designing, constructing, assembly and delivery of the 
complete traverser.
All safety and signalling mechanisms contribute to a safe and user-friendly installation. 

Special products

Besides locomotives, wagon shunting systems, 
lorries and traversers Bemo Rail also builds special
shunting constructions. An example of such a 
special product is the designing and building of 
an entire company rail related infrastructure. 
Bemo Rail is capable of designing and producing
the infrastructure for a new or existing company 
location. Generally this means that a rail system 
for which Bemo Rail designs and produces the 
lorries and railcars, is used. In this way the 
production runs off most efficiently.
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RENTAL

Bemo Rail rents out both used and new shunting locomotives.
Used locomotives can be rented for shorter as well as longer periods. In principle new vehicles are rented
out only for longer periods.
Older vehicles, either or not renovated by Bemo Rail, are available in reasonable numbers. Taking into 
account environment, health and safety aspects, it is sensible to consider the possibilities of a new 
locomotive.

It is possible to test a vehicle, in order to judge whether it fits in the company process. Since the better a
vehicle fits, the more efficient the transfer process.

Rental prices are dependent on the version (options) desired, period, interest and depreciation. Generally
the preventive and corrective maintenance is included in the rental agreement, so that beforehand the
operational cost is known.

Sale and leaseback
Besides rental there is also the possibility of sale-and-leaseback constructions. In this construction 
Bemo Rail buys the vehicle and if necessary overhauls or renovates it, after which it is rented back for a
longer period.

SERVICES

Maintenance and 24-hour service

Our service department contains a section for periodic maintenance of shunting locomotives, shunting
systems and lorries. For a large and increasing number of customers in the Netherlands but also abroad,
Bemo Rail takes care of the periodic maintenance, the service and the repair of shunting locomotives,
train-shunting systems, railcars and traversers. This is entirely irrespective of make. 

Maintenance, service and repair can be offered in the most flexible form: from call off contract, to total 
or saving contract. With or without the availability of our 24-hour service. Also control of a strategic 
components stock is among the possibilities.

Bemo Rail’s experienced service staff are well trained in all aspects of the job. They are also well-trained
engine drivers and master the specific skills for e.g. brake technology and working with radioloc. 
In addition to this they can avail themselves of all modern auxiliaries and adequately equipped service
trucks. All maintenance information and history are centrally controlled and are available online for the
service staff. Of course they are supported by a very experienced team of planners and technicians. 
The system anticipates on trends detected via the maintenance history. This is the basis for further 
optimization of the maintenance of the installation. The reliability, availability and maintainability of 
safely operating installations are measurable and determine the result.

The most modern maintenance technologies are utilized and current environmental and health and 
safety regulations observed. Of course also the company’s code and safety regulations are always 
observed.
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Overhauling and modernizing

Besides regular maintenance Bemo Rail can also
entirely or partially overhaul (major repair) 
shunting vehicles. There is a strategic stock of 
components and wearing parts, so that the 
installations are out of service as shortly as 
possible.

An alternative for replacing a shunting 
locomotive is life extension. Consider for 
instance installing clean and maintenance-
friendly diesel engines, or applying 
particulate filters, shockproof control systems
and (Atex) radio remote control. All these 
adaptations contribute to an optimal result in
the field of cost reduction, environment, safety
and user-friendliness. Modernization also solves
the problem of poorly available components.

To avoid longer interruptions than necessary 
during extensive maintenance or overhauling, 
Bemo Rail has replacing shunting locomotives.
These are available for the period your locomotive
is repaired or overhauled.

For Koole Bemo Rail converted and modernized a 1959 locomotive, resulting in a true metamorphosis. For Rotim Bemo Rail converted and modernized this 1988 locomotive.

Bemo Rail overhauled and modernized this 
locomotive for Shell. With an entirely renovated 
control system, pneumatic installation, wheel tyres
and a new diesel engine, the locomotive is like new
again.
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Consultancy and engineering

For new as well as existing company
locations Bemo Rail is capable of 
offering an A to Z solution for the
most efficient rail-related transport
system. When production is located
in different sections, it is practical to
transport semi-finished and finished
products by means of lorries and
Gantry cranes. Bemo Rail advises and
can present a custom-made plan for a
smoothly running infrastructure.

Supplying components and spare parts

Bemo Rail has an ample assortment of materials in stock, for both older and new installations. 
Experience of many years and good contacts with suppliers make it possible to act quickly.

The following components are usually available: buffers, screw couplers and shunting couplers, 
brake-hoses and ball valves, brake shoes, track wheels, and brake cuffs, compressors, starters and 
dynamos. Oil and products like filters, brake blocks, belts and hoses are always in stock.

Of course the components mentioned can be assembled on location.

RAIL TECHNOLOGY

Information on Rail Technology you will find on the other side.
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